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Select the most appropriate site for your business.

Analyze your business to determine site requirements.

Discuss the importance of site selection factors.

Explain how to conduct a location feasibility study.
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HOW TO USE PACE

Use the objectives as a pretest. If a student
is able to meet the objectives, ask him or
h,:r to read and respond to the assessment
questions in the back of the module.

Duplicate the glossary from the Resource
Guide to use as a handout.

Use the teaching outlines provided in the
Instructor Guide for assistance in focusing
your teaching delivery. The left side of
each outline page lists objectives with the
corresponding headings (margin questions)
from the unit. Space is provided for you to
add your own suggestions. Try to increase
student involvement in as many ways as
possible to foster an interactive learning
process.

When your students are ready to do the
Activities, assist them in selecting those
that you feel would be the most beneficial
to their growth in entrepreneurship.

Assess your students on the unit content
when they indicate they are ready. You
may choose written or verbal assessments
according to the situation. Model re-
sponses are provided for each module of
each unit. While t!iese are suggested
responses, others may be equally valid.
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Objectives Teaching Suggestions

I. SELECT THE MOST APPRO-
PRIATE SITE FOR YOUR
BUSINESS

How important is the right busi-
ness location?

Should a business consider mov-
ing?

2. ANALYZE YOUR BUSINESS
TO DETERMINE SITE RE-
QUIREMENTS

What specific factors should be
considered when evaluating a busi-
ness site?

3. DISCUSS THE IMPORTANCE
OF SITE SELECTION FACTORS

What general factors should be
considered when evaluating a busi-
ness location?

What types of business locations
are there?

What help is available for evalua-
ting a business location?

Lead students in an open discussion on the importance of choos-
ing the right location for their business. If some students have
already been confronted with location decisions, have them share
their own experiences with the class.

This is a good time to have students assess a popular topic.
Moving a business is the kind of problem many entrepreneurs
are faced with. Bring into discussion the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and show its impact on small busi-
nesses. Gear the discussion toward what issues arise when
businesses change location.

Have students discuss how they perceive specific factors that
affect business location. Divide the class into four groups and
have them analyze specific factors that affect retailers, service
firms, wholesalers, and manufacturers respectively.

Use an overhead or chalkboard to list general factors that affect
decisions related to business location. Help students understand
how each of these factors influence the choice of business site
(e.g., strong competition in the area means that you must offer a
high-quality, competitively-priced product to be successful in
that community, etc.).

Show a chart with planned and natural business clusters. Help
students correctly define central shopping districts, shopping
centers, industrial parks, etc. In order to assist students with
learning these terms, it will be useful to use examples from the
community.

Review sources of help for locating a business.
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Objectives Teaching Suggestions

4. EXPLAIN HOW TO CONDUCT
A LOCATION FEASIBILITY
STUDY

How should a feasibility study be
conducted?

Open the discussion by assessing the importance of a feasibility
study. The fundamental id-a behind feasibility studies is to en-
sure that the market can sustain the new business you want to
open. Next, use an overhead or chalkboard to list the six steps
to be taken when conducting this type of study. It would be
very useful if a local real estate developer were invited to talk
about how his/her company conducts these studies.

MODEL ASSESSMENT RESPONSES

1. Business location is vital because it directly influences the customer flow to the business. A poor location
choice imposes a heavy burden on the small business owner, requiring additional efforts to attract clients
to the business. Once the location is chosen entrepreneurs have to live with the consequences of their deci-
sions for many years. Few businesses have the opportunity to choose a business site more than once.

2. Two categories of factors should be considered when choosing a business location. First, general factors,
such as economics, population, competition, layout, and public transportation are to be assessed when select-
ing geographical areas. Second, factors specific to each type of business are to be evaluated. For example,
population is a critical general factor for a geographical area. Population growth rates, population traffic
(i.e., workforce moving in and out of the area), income trends, standard of living, and employment by type
of industry are market demand drivers.

Retailers evaluate factors specific to their business when choosing business sites. For example, parking
facilities, accessibility (i.e., vicinity to major arteries), average daily traffic volume, and proximity to other
businesses which draw customers are some considerations of retailers. Manufacturers must consider differ-
ent factors than retailers. For manufacturing firms, closeness to suppliers and purchasers, layout, zoning
ordinances, vicinity to highways, rail lines, airports, and utility hook-ups are critical location drivers.

3. When considering a business community for a potential location, economics, population, competition, layout
and transportation issues must be evaluated. Even if the industry your business belongs to is well devel-
oped, you might still want to consider that community as a potential location. However, this means that
you will need to offer a high-quality, upgraded product to successfully compete in that market. Usually,
a well-established industrial base secures high employment rates. Union trends, local policies and ordi-
nances, and the community's interest in supporting economic expansion are additional factors that need to
be considered. Furthermore, population growth, income levels, standard of living, competition trends, trans-
portation facilities and available layout are important factors that influence entrepreneurs when assessing
the suitability of business site.
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4. Factory outlet malls consist of discount and factory outlet stores carrying traditional manufacturers' brands.
These malls provide manufacturers with additional inventory or overstock space. Usually, manufacturers
operate their own outlets being careful not to infringe on retailers.

Miniwarehouse malls are planned centers that sell space to wholesalers and some manufacturers and retail-

ers that operate outside the warehouse mall area. As is the case with shopping malls, warehouse malls do
not run coordinated promotional programs.

5. A feasibility study is conducted in six steps: (1) select a general area for consideration, (2) survey several

areas within a state, (3) establish site selection criteria, (4) analyze the need to build, renovate, or redec-
orate, (5) analyze the need to lease, and (6) review the analysis and make final decisions.

Selecting an area for consideration involves using information from personal experience and extensively
consulting library materials. To avoid confusion, not more than three areas should be considered at a time.
Next, this information is to be expanded to include economics, population, and competition considerations.
Then, more specific site selection criteria are established, such as detailed local competition factors, public
transportation, layout, compatibility with neighboring businesses, accessibility, taxes, daily traffic volume,
zoning regulations, related costs, etc. After performing this detailed analysis, you should carefully assess
the need to build versus expand, renovate, or redecorate the business site. Time, related costs, required
capital, and lost profits should be estimated. Next, a thorough analysis of the lease terms and conditions

should be undertaken. Finally, all the data available should be compiled and reviewed before making a

final decision.

Program for Acquiring
Competence in
Entrepreneurship

Incorporates the needed competencies for creating and operating a small business at three levels of learning, with experiences and

outcomes becoming progressively more advanced.
Level 1 -- Understanding the creation and operation of a business.
Level 2 Planning for a business in your future.
Level 3 Starting and managing your own business.

Self-contained Student Modules include: specific objectives, questions supporting the objectives, complete content in form of answers

to the questions, case studies, individual activities, group activities, module assessment references. Instructor Guides include the full text

of each student module and lesson plans, instructional suggestions, and other resources. PACE,Third Edition, Resource Guide includes

teaching strategies, references, glossary of terms, and a directory of entrepreneurship assistance organizations.

For information on PACE or to older, contact the Publications Department at the
Center on Education and Training for Employment, 1900 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210-1090

(614) 292-4353, (800) 848-4815.

Support for PACE, Third Edition provided in whole or in part by:

International Consortium for Entrepreneurship Education
and

International Enterprise Academy
Center on Education and Training for Employment

The Ohio State University 5

The Coleman Foundation

Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership Inc.
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
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LOCATION

BEFORE YOUR BEGIN . . .

1. Consult the Resource Guide for instructions if this is your first PACE unit.

2. Read What are the Objectives for this Unit on the following page. If you think
you an meet these objectives now, consult your instructor.

3. These objectives were met in Level 1 and Level 2:

Level 1

Explain the importance of "place" in the marketing mix.

Identify factors that affect site choices.

Identify sources of help available for selecting a business site.

Level 2

Determine appropriate business locations.

Identify factors to be considered when selecting business sites for specific
types of businesses.

Determine advantages and disadvantages of different types of business
locations.

Determine steps involved in selecting a business site.

4. Look for these business terms as you read this unit. If you need help with the
meanings, ask your instructor for a copy of the PACE Glossary contained in the
Resource Guide.

Feasibility study Renovation/rejuvenation
Lease Salvage inventory
Overstock Tax rates
Relocation Traffic counts
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3

LOCATION

WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIVES FOR THIS UNIT?

Upon completion of this unit you will be able to

select the most appropriate site for your business,

analyze your business to determine site requirements,

discuss the importance of site selection factors, and

explain how to conduct a location feasibility stiidy.

"WHAT IS THIS UNIT ABOUT?

The location of a business is a major factor
contributing to its success. It is often a
decision that is made only once in the life-
time of the firm. However, the dynamic na
ture of business in our economy requires
periodic evaluation of the business location
and alternative locations.

The focus of this unit is on the evaluation of
business locations. The establishment of
strategic planning and operating policies are
elements of this focus. Topics include the
importance of the business location, general
location factors, specific location factors,
types of business locations, conducting feasi-
bility study, and assistance available for
evaluation and selection of a business site.

HOW IMPORTANT IS
THE RIGHT BUSINESS
LOCATION?

Studies have indicated that proper location
of a business is a major success factor. Cus-
tomer demand for your products and services
is determined to a great extent by the loca-
tion of the business. Some businesses must
be located near the customers. A poor loca-
tion means you must attract customers by re-
ducing prices, increasing promotions, or by
some other costly practice that reduces
profits.

Location is an important factor in attracting
customers to the business. When evaluating
the location of your business, an important
consideration is the nature of the business
you operate. Although there are general
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factors to be considered for locating any
business, the relative importance of these
factors varies with the type of business
operation.

Retail firms. Easy access and traffic pat-
terns are prime considerations of retail estab-
lishments. Customers should be able to
reach these firms from major roads. Ample
parking should be available. Even the dif-
ferent pedestrian traffic patterns within
shopping centers are important to owners of
retail businesses.

Numerous studies of customer traffic pat-
terns have been conducted for specific types
of retail businesses. Anyone evaluating a
retail business should examine these accessi-
bility studies. Patterns that contribute to the
success of theaters, service stations, drug-
stores, and apparel shops vary in important
ways.

Wholesale firms. Different factors are con-
sidered when selecting sites for wholesale
establishments. Rail, truck, and air carriers
should have easy access. The wholesale
establishment should be located near major
highways or rail lines. Because of the
nature of the facilities, equipment, and fix-
tures, the number of suitable sites is often
limited by zoning laws and permits.

Service firms. Closeness to a shopping cen-
ter has its advantages for many service busi-
nesses, but customers are more prone to seek
out and travel farther for some services. For
example, customers will often go out of their
way to visit a preferred doctor or a car
repair shop. Therefore, even among service
firms, significant differences exist in the
relative importance of the factors to be con-
sidered in site locations.

Manufacturing firms have the most restric-
tive zoning limitations. If you are evaluating
a manufacturing site, check into zoning laws,
local environmental regulations and con-
cerns, shipping facilities, distance from raw
materials, and nearness to the potential mar-
ket. In addition, be sure that the location
you choose will provide you with enough
space for all the business operations.

The choice of a business location is one of
the most important decisions an owner of a
small business makes. Whether this choice
means moving or expanding an existing
plant, warehouse or office, or opening a new
establishment, selecting the location entails
long-term decisions. Most businesses make
this decision once or at most twice in a busi-
ness lifetime.

SHOULD A BUSINESS
CONSIDER MOVING?

What is also important is how location de-
cisions will affect people who are, or will be
your employees. In a move, you should re-
member that you will have to move not only
your equipment, machinery and records, but
also most of your employees. You should
understand the social, financial and psycho-
logical implications of relocation.

Many businesses are successful in one loca-:
tion for years, but due to the static nature of
our society in general and of business condi-
tions in particular, periodic evaluations of
the cgrrent and alternative locations are
important. Technological improvements and
the mobility of our work force are two
examples of changes that can affect the suit-
ability of a particular business site. The
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MOVING YOUR BUSINESS?

SOME CONSIDERATIONS

Equipment
Machinery

Records

Employees
Location

Psychological
implicationsfi

decision concerning changing location will
affect not only your profits, but the future
image of your business. The successful
small business owner selects the best loca-
tion available after considering all the
appropriate factors.

WHAT GENERAL FACTORS
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
WHEN EVALUATING
A BUSINESS LOCATION?

When evaluating the location of a small
business, five general factors should be con-
sidered: economic, layout, population, com-
petition, and public transportation. These
factors are used to determine an appropriate
geographic area or city for the business.

0

Economic. A major concern in evaluating
the location of a small business is the eco-
nomic base of the area. The type of industry
in an area will influence the economic con-
ditions of the region. Agriculture, manufac-
turing, and commercial trade are major types
of industry. The diversification of industry
is an important consideration. Some areas
are dependent on one industry, whereas,
other areas have a balanced variety of
ness establishments. The future of the area
should be studied in terms of the perma-
nency and stability of the economic base.

The industrial base of an area is constantly
being affected by numerous forces. The
construction of new roads, the rise and fall
of labor unions, the infusion of large
amounts of money from government con-
tracts or grants, and the availability of
adequate venture capital at affordable rates
will affect the quality of the industrial base.
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A study should be made of the industries in
the area and should answer the following
questions:

Are 80 percent of the townspeople de-
pendent on one industry or business for
their jobs? Does the community have a
diverse number of industries?

Is industry in the area substantial and
permanent? Is it seasonal in nature?
Will seasonal jobs in neighborhood areas
affect labor availability?

Are more industries moving in or are
many locating elsewhere?

How strong is the influence of local
industry on labor?

What are the local policies regarding
taxes on business and industry? Does
the community try to attract new em-
ployers from other regions through tax
incentives?

How and to what extent does the com-
munity try to attract new employers to
the area?

You will need to analyze the impact these
industrial conditions will have on your
business.

Other economic factors are important when
selecting a geographic region. Transporta-
tion facilities, natural resources, and tax rates
should also be studied.

Population. A third general factor that af-
fects business location is the make-up of the

population. Because the income of individu-
als determines their ability to obtain goods
and services, owners of small businesses
should gather information about the income
patterns of the region. Population trends
should be reviewed. The growth, decline, or
stability of the population, as well as the
standard of living, are items of interest.

Chronological age is another population con-
sideration. Retirement communities will
support different products than those pur-
chased in university towns. Age and educa-
tional levels will determine the type of labor
force available.

Entrepreneurs should gather information
about the population around the potential
business site. Specific questions to be
answered include the following:

What is the average income of the area?

Is there a mixture of income levels (low,
medium, high) in the area, or is the area
predominantly one income level?

What are the employment/unemployment
trends? Is labor force transient or
stable?

Do people own or rent their homes?

Have changes occurred in the popula-
tion? If so, what are they?

What is the quality of life in the area?

Competition. The fourth general factor
portant to business location concerns the
number and type of competitors or potential



competitors. The number of competitors is
important because an area can support only
a limited number of competing businesses.
If too many of the same type of business
locate in an area, they may all have limited
sales and several firms may not survive.

An entrepreneur can determine if the compe-
tition is alert and progressive or just
interested in maintaining the status quo by
driving through the area and visiting a
number of establishments. The presence of
chain stores, franchises, and other regional
or national firms should be noted. You
should know not only how many competitors
exist in your sales market, but also where
they are located.

Competition is constantly changing. Mer-
gers, failures, and changes in ownership will
affect not only the appropriateness of your
site, but also may make alternative sites
more attractive. You should also find out
how many businesses similar to yours have
opened or closed in the past two years. In
addition, indirect competition provid;ng
similar kinds of goods and services should
also be analyzed.

Investigating the competition in a geographic
area is a vital step in the planning of a
business location. The following questions
should be answered:

How large and how successful are the
competitors?

What do the competition's customers
think about the products or services
offered by the existing establishments?

What type of managementcooperative
or cut-throat--exists in the area?

7

If there is little or no competition, why is
this the case?

What is the history of businesses like
yours in the area?

What is the degree and quality of unioni-
zation in competitive businesses?

Public transportation. It is important for
the prospective community to have a desir-
able level of passenger transportation facili-
ties for serving employees. You should in-
vestigate the public transportation provided
by the community for compatibility with
your expectations and your employees'
needs.

Depending on the type of business, public
transportation may or may not be important.
If the targeted customer cannot drive or have
access to a car, buses and trains should also
be considered. In New York City, for exam-
ple, public transportation is a necessity.
Even if the customer drives, there is too
much congestion and lack of parking spaces
to make cars feasible for transportation.

12

Layout. When choosing a location you
have to consider how you will allocate the
space. Decide how much of me available
space you will need for office staff and how
much for the work-flow of your operations.
There might be many creative ways to uti-
lize the available space effectively. For
example, office space can be created by
using walls made of reconfigurable panel
walls. Also, you could remove walls to
generate the larger space needed for manu-
facturing operations. Be sure to consult an
architect or engineer before making these
changes to avoid damaging the resistance
structure Of the building.
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All these issues are related to layout. Sim-
ply defined, layout is the physical arrange-
ment you choose for the business to allow
workers and equipment to operate at peak
effectiveness and efficiency. Layout has
three major components: design, space and
configuration. (For further infor -ation on
layout, see the PACE Unit 21, Operations.)

WHAT SPECIFIC FACTORS
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
WHEN EVALUATING A
BUSINESS SITE?

Once you have analyzed the general factors
and have selected a geographic area, you
should evaluate the actual business site.
Depending on the business you are in, you
may need to plan for more than one site.
Keep in mind that people are a key factor in
choosing a site. The availability of a profes-
sional work force is not enough. You will
need good transportation facilities to allow
your employees to efficiently travel to the
location.

The specific considerations vary with the
nature of your business. However, you
should analyze items concerning competi-
tion, traffic flow, transportation, parking, and
zoning ordinances when evaluating the site
of the business. The relative importance of
these factors depends on whether you are
considering a retail establishment, manufac-
turing firm, wholesale firm, or service
business.

Retail firms. The success of a retail store is
ultimately tied to its ability to attract cus-
tomers. The store must be located near its
potential customers. The type of goods or

services you sell will determine h.ow close
you should be to your customers. Stores
that sell convenience goods, such as candy
and cigarettes, need to be located in high-
traffic areas. Businesses selling durable
goods, such as appliances and furniture, can
be successful on secondary streets. Cus-
tomers will make some effort to search them
out. Specialty goods, such as jewelry or
health foods, can be sold by stores "off the
beaten path." In these cases, the consumer
will spend the time needed to find and buy
the product or service.

The compatibility of neighboring stores is
another consideration. In addition, some
stores will not draw enough customers alone,
so they should locate near stores that draw a
similar clientele. Some stores are incompat-
ible as neighbors. Studies have shown that
clothing stores and service stations are not
compatible neighbors.

Customers should face few problems in
reaching your store. In evaluating locations,
consider parking facilities, public transpor-
tation, and the volume of pedestrian and
automobile traffic. Many entrepreneurs con-
duct a traffic study to determine the number
and types of persons traveling a certain area
of town.

You should consider several other factors.
Zoning and other local ordinances, the cost
of the site, and the general appearance of the
area surrounding the site are also important.

Wholesale firms. These businesses sell to
retailers or other wholesalers within the area.
Prosperous retailers, a growing population,
and a broad economic base are positive fac-
tors. When evaluating the alternative sites
of the wholesale firm, accessibility to major
highways or rail lines, local ordinances, and

13



the cost of the site are important. Space for
expansion and the quality of local services,
such as fire protection and utilities, should
also be studied.

In many areas, an old established wholesal-
ing district may meet the needs of the firm.
Recently, many wholesalers have located on
the outskirts of towns near the interchanges
of major thoroughfares. Careful analysis of
location factors is necessary to choose the
right location.

Service firms. The location factors for a
service firm are similar to those considered
in locating a retail firm. Some services such
as beauty salons or dental clinics require the
customer to be present. Other services such
as pest control or janitorial services are
provided on the customers' premise. A loca-
tion near its customer is most important for
the first type of business, but not so for the
second.

Manufacturing firms. Site location for
small factories requires the analysis of many
of the factors discussed for other types of
businesses. Access to the market, transpor-
tation facilities, community services, and
potential for expansion have been mentioned
earlier. Additional factors for small manu-
facturers include the quantity and quality of
the labor supply, availability and access to
raw materials, energy and fuel, and com-
munity attitudes toward the business.

A careful analysis of these many factors is
necessary for the selection of the proper
factory site. The right site will minimize
many of the problems faced by small
manufacturers.

No matter what type of business you oper-
ate, the basic issues regarding location must

9

be studied. In addition to the specific fac-
tors important in site selection, a number of
other factors may relate to your business.
The following questions will guide you in
studying a community.

What is the newspaper circulation? Are
there concentrations of circulation?

What other media are available for ad-
vertising? How many radio and televi-
sion stations are there?

Are quantity and quality of available
labor concentrated in a given area in the
city or town? If so, is commuting com-
mon in that city or towii? What are the
worker attitudes and ethics? Does labor
workforce have deep community roots?

Is transportation available and adequate?
Are transportation costs high?

Is the city centrally located to your
suppliers?

What are the labor conditions, including
such things as relationships with the
business community, average wages, and
salaries being paid?

Is the local business climate healthy? Or
are business failures especially high in
the area? What is the range of construc-
tion costs in the area?

What about tax requirements? Is there a
city business tax? Income tax? What is
the property tax rate? Is there a personal

4
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property tax? Are there other special
taxes?

Is the available police and fire protection
adequate?

What is the community environment
like? Is it a safe or a high-crime rate
area? Do the schools have a good repu-
tation? What recreational and cultural
facilities are available? Are there service
clubs? How active are these groups?

Is the city or town basically well-planned
and managed in terms of such items as
adequate electric power, sewage, and
paved streets and sidewalks? Does the
community offer a diversified range of
services required by the industry such as
repair and maintenance shops, or freight
and postal services? Are there plenty of
subcontractorsarchitects, engineers,
carpenters, paintersavailable? Have
you consulted an independent contractors
and employees guide at your local
library?

Is there ready access to good-quality
housing at convenient prices?

Can you develop close personal relation-
ships in the business community you will
need in the future?

As you evaluate alternative business loca-
tions, it is important to consider future
developments. Most information concerning
general and specific location factors deals
with past or present conditions. Today's
society moves at a rapid pace. Electrical-
mechanical cash registers have been replaced
by electronic and computerized models

almost overnight. The use of computers in
small businesses is growing with breath-
taking speed. To be successful, it helps to
be future-oriented.

As you gather information on alternative
business locations, be sure to ask for future
development plans. Many state and local
government agencies have planning depart-
ments. The historical data you collect is
also valuable. Study it closely to determine
if trends are developing. With this informa-
tion about future developments and trends,
you will be prepared to make reasonable
forecasts. Forecasts of 3 to 5 years are
common and can be made with some confi-
dence depending on the quality of the data.

Remember, you are concerned not only with
the future of the area, but also with the
future of your business. The locations you
study should be evaluated with a successful
business in mind. Will the location support
an expansion of your business? What is the
right size of the business? Keep in mind
that the future of your business is an impor-
tant consideration when selecting a business
location.

WHAT TYPES OF BUSINESS
LOCATIONS ARE THERE?

As you proceed in evaluating alternative
business locations, you will note that busi-
nesses tend to form clusters. This occurs
because many factors, both specific and gen-
eral, influence why a business selects a
specific site. There are two types of busi-
ness locationsnatural and planned. Natur-
al clusters are formed to serve a specific
population within a geographic area. They
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form to take advantage of a market that has
already been established by other small busi-
nesses. For example, in an area near a new
housing development, there is a recently
built, all-purpose megastore. To take advan-
tage of the traffic brought to the area by the
meastore, other businesses such as fast-food
restaurants, dry cleaners, or service stations
move nearby.

The intent of planned clusters is to spread
the cost of operations, such as advertising,
maintenance, leasing and land development,
among many businesses. Examples of plan-
ned clusters are shopping centers and indus-
trial parks. Firms will cluster into one of the
following types of locations:

Central shopping center

Neighborhood shopping areas

Shopping centers

Industrial parks

Factory outlet malls

Miniwarehouse malls

Office complexes

Business incubators

Executive suites

Home-based businesses

Central shopping districts. These are the
main shopping districts in a city or town.
They are generally located on the main
thoroughfare and often include several city
blocks. Government offices, financial insti-
tutions, and professional offices provide a
market for the central shopping districts'
retail and service establishments.

All types of consumer goods and services
are available in this type of shopping loca-
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ton. Major department stores, such as
Sears, or K-Mart provide the drawing power.
In addition, theaters, restaurants, and
specialty stores sell a variety of shopping
goods and increase the customer traffic.
These retail businesses usually have adver-
tisement programs of their own which attract
customers from a large trading area.

Neighborhood shopping areas. These clus-
ters attempt to locate in high-population
areas and can be developed quickly to take
advantage of growth areas.

Small branch stores of major department
store chains, grocery stores, fast-food estab-
lishments, gas stations, bakeries, hardware
stores, shoe stores, and beverage stores often
locate in these areas.

These stores usually share many advantages
such as lower space and operating cost, re-
peat business, and a well-balanced assort-
ment of stores that lure customers from the
area.

Shopping centers. These planned business
clusters have grown with the increased use
of the automobile. Shopping centers are
usually located on the outskirts of a city or
town, often near a major highway. The
three basic types of shopping centers are
neighborhood, community, and regional.

Neighborhood shopping centers are de-
signed to serve a trading area within
close proximity of approximately a S-
mile radius. If the stores are proximately
aligned, they are often referred to as
strip centers. A supermarket or chain
department store is often the largest store
in the center. The remaining stores in
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the center will sell convenience sundry
goods and services.

Community shopping centers attract cus-
tomers willing to drive a short distance
of approximately 20 minutes to the cen-
ter. Most community shopping centers
are open-air, as opposed to enclosed
malls. Very often a major department
store, such as K-Mart or JC Penney, is
the primary business. This major retailer
will serve to attract customers to the
other stores in the center. The commun-
ity center offers convenience goods and
a wide selection of shopping goods,
along with specialty services. Drug-
stores, hardware stores, dry cleaners, and
laundromats are also located in these
centers.

Regional Shopping Centers are mixed-
use facilities. Usually, these centers are
enclosed malls and have at least two ma-
jor department stores as the primary cus-
tomer attraction. Customers will often
drive 40 minutes or more to a regional
center. A wide range of services, con-
venience goods, clothing, etc. are avail-
able. Chain stores, franchise outlets,
banks, restaurants, offices, movie thea-
ters, and sometimes hotels will typically
predominate a regional center.

All types of shopping centers rely on their
ability to attract customers. This drawing
power is enhanced by a planned tenant mix,
pooled advertising and promotion programs,
and ample parking. Shopping centers at-
tempt to create an attractive and appealing
overall atmosphere. Promotional events,
such as new car shows, flower shows, and
product introductions are used to attract even
more potential customers.

Due to high overhead, the rental/lease cost in
a shopping center is usually high. Since
most stores are required to maintain uniform
hours, you will sacrifice a degree of inde-
pendence. Your advertisement and promo-
tional programs will be coordinated by the
center's decision-making group. Mainte-
nance costs of the center can be extensive
and are divided among tenant stores.

Industrial parks. Industrial parks are the
manufacturing and wholesaling equivalent of
retail shopping centers. Industrial developers
provide location factors most sought after by
manufacturers and wholesalers.

These parks are most often located on the
outskirts of towns and cities, where rental
space is more affordable. It is necessary that
major highways and/or rail lines be located
close by or run through the park in order to
provide efficient supply access. Utility
hookups for industrial use are provided, and
many areas offer tax savings to businesses
that locate in the parks.

Factory outlet malls. Discount and factory
outlet stores carrying traditional manufac-
turers' brands locate in factory outlet malls.
Many manufacturers operate their own outlet
stores to move overstock or salvage inven-
tory. The manufacturer, as owner of the
outlets, usually makes a special effort to
avoid conflict with traditional retailers of
their own products. These outlet malls are
usually located outside the metropolitan area.

Miniwarehouse malls. Miniwarehouse
malls are loosely planned centers that sell
space to wholesalers, light manufacturers or
retailers that operate out of warehouse areas.
Unlike traditional planned centers, this type
of center does not usually have coordinated
promotional programs or store mix.

V.



Office complexes. Traditionally, these are
comprised of offices located in one or a
series of offices that extends vertically or
horizontally. Examples would include small
accounting or tax firms, real estate com-
panies, medical offices, and temporary ser-
vices. These complexes are usually located
within municipal downtown or suburban
areas.

Business incubators. These are places
where business start-ups can develop and
grow in a protected environment. The
renting/leasing costs are lower, and central
services are provided, such as telephone
answering, secretarial, mailing, consulting,
and tax services. The business incubator
cuts down on start-up overhead. As the
business grows, there comes a time when the
business must leave the incubator and oper-
ate on its own. The limit of time spent in an
incubator is usually limited to about three
years.

Executive suites. Executive suites are
facilities where manufacturers' representa-
tives and other independents in the distri-
bution channel may maintain an office. The
advantages are an office address, telephone
answering services, a meeting place, furnish-
ings, and other office services. Executive
suites are an alternative to doing business
out of your home.

Home-based business. The number of
home-based businesses continues to grow.
At times, the cost of doing business can be
reduced drastically, making it a viable way
to "get started." In many cases there is no
need to expand out of the home. Consider
the home situation, type of business, ex-
penses, and practicality when determining
the wisdom of "growing the business" at
home.
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Zoning ordinances, state and federal laws
must be checked thoroughly. What is not
known about zoning regulations could put
the new business owner out of business.
Some home business owners who have
fought for the right to work in their own
homes have obtained special permits or zon-
ing variances. Other home business owners
have gone to court to defend their position
and lost. Zoning ordinances affect all
business. It is critical that you investigate
how they specifically influence your own
business.

The problem is that most zoning laws were
written in the horse-and-buggy days. It may
be useful to organize home-based workers in
an area and fight for changes in the zoning
laws. In 1985, the National Alliance of
Home-Based Business Women (NAHB) circu-
lated its model zoning regulations to help
members of local zoning and planning com-
missions to make necessary changes in out-
dated laws. For $2, the NAHB will provide
a copy of these regulations. The address is
P.O. Box 306, Midland Park, NJ 07432.

HOW SHOULD A
FEASIBILITY STUDY
BE CONDUCTED?

When evaluating your current and alterna-
tive locations, two major concerns are mar-
ket potential and availability of suitable
premises. The following process is sug-
gested for conducting a feasibility study:

1. Select a general area for consideration.
Using personal information gathered
from your experience and the knowledge
of current business conditions, select two
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or three broad geographic areas that
might have potential for a business of
your type. Be sure to include the geo-
graphic area surrounding your present
location. These regions can be as large
as an entire state.

Decide if you will benefit from large
metropolitan areas or suburbs or small
cities and towns. Should you choose a
new city as your general area, or should
you target an established, well-developed
urban area?

2. Survey several areas within a state.
As you consider general areas for busi-
ness locations, several promising areas
will probably surface. These will
provide you with areas within the state
to be surveyed to gather information on
economic, population, and competitive
conditions. Market characteristics, such
as the income, occupation, and education
of the population, should be gathered.
The permanency of the population and
type of housing in the area should be
determined. Factors such as availability
of labor, market proximity, and transpor-
tation are also important.

3. Establish site selection criteria. After
one or two areas have been identified as
promising, the evaluation of the market
potential of specific sites within those
areas should begin. Criteria for rating
each site should be established at this
time. The nature of your businessre-
tail, wholesale, service, or manufactur-
ingwill determine the specific criteria
chosen. Several of the items listed
below should be considered:

Competition in the trading area

Compatibility of neighboring businesses

Neighborhood atmosphere

Site history

Accessibility

Single or multiple occupancy options

Real estate taxation

Traffic volume and type

Zoning restrictions

Costs involved with meetings and main-
taining the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) require-
ments.

The first three steps in this feasibility study
are conducted to evaluate the market poten-
tial of various business sites. By carefully
analyzing the information gathered in these
first steps, two or three promising sites
should emerge. The second phase of the
feasibility study involves an analysis of
factors in adapting or acquiring suitable
premises.

4. Analyze the need to build, renovate or
redecorate. You might have identified
the present site of your business as
suitable for your needs. However, dur-
ing your analysis of market potential you
may have uncovered a need to make
renovations to your property. These
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changes may be renovating a facade, im-
proving the parking lot, or changing the
signs. This process is often called
rejuvenation or redevelopment, and its
purpose is to improve the image of your
business. If you decide that the present
business site is not appropriate for your
present and future needs, you must then
decide whether you want to build a new
structure or move to another location, or
renovate.

There are several advantages in building
or renovating a structure. The building
can be designed to fit your particular
needs. In addition, a new or renovated
building is appealing to customers, and
projects the image of a progressive
management. Also, tax advantages from
depreciation allowances and investment
tax credits are possible. Finally, you
will be able to obtain money in the
future by borrowir g on the equity of the
building you own.

There are also disadvantages to building
and renovating. The time it takes to
build or renovate your structure will
probably have an adverse affect your
sales. Besides the time factor, acquisi-
tion of sufficient capital is also a major
problem. Major construction, renovation,
and redecoration projects involve many
problems. Selecting dependable contrac-
tors is of great importance. It is wise to
consult an independent contractors guide
at your local library before making any
decision. Both new construction and
renovation are expensive projects. Most
entrepreneurs must acquire outside finan-
cing that is costly, and at times, hard to
obtain.
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Before making your decision, you should
take time to respond to the following
questions to better assess costs associated
with renovation of your business:

How much time will it take to renovate
the business?

How much will your profits decrease
during this period due to loss of sales?

What will be the labor and material costs
incurred?

If you need to borrow money, will you
be able to pay it back?

How much will the depreciation allow-
ances and tax credits help you?

What will be the costs associated with
city building permits and architectural
fees?

Determining the costs of building or renovat-
ing is a major task. Building permits and
architectural fees may be necessary. The
costs of materials, fixtures, and equipment
must be carefully reviewed to obtain the best
price. Labor costs can be substantial, so it is
important to hire competent contractors. The
loss of sales during a renovation is a cost
that is often overlooked. Planning is very
important in these projects to ensure that
unaccounted costs do not make the project
more expensive than originally anticipated.

5. Analyze the need to lease. Leasing a
building is a common practice among
business owners. When considering a
lease, think about these points:
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How much rent will you have to pay?
Will the rental fee be a flat fee or will it
be a percentage of sales?

Does the owner restrict the use of parts
of the facility, such as storage rooms?

Does the owner restrict the use of the
property to only certain activities? This
may become important should you de-
cide, for example, to conduct cooking
classes in your shop in addition to
selling kitchen equipment.

Who is responsible for maintenance? Is
a maintenance fee charged?

Should any improvements be made? If
so, to whom do the additions belong?
Who decides what improvements can be
made?

Could you sublease the property? If so,
are there restrictions?

What provisions are stated in the lease
for renewal? Is renewal guaranteed as
long as the lease agreement is followed?

What types of insurance does the owner
have? How much fire insurance does the
owner have, and what does it cover?
Are you required to have certain types of
insurance?

How long is the lease? Can it be can-
celed before it expires? Under what
conditions can it be canceled?

These and other considerations should be
specified in the lease agreement. Many
potential problems can be resolved if the
lease is properly drawn and executed.

6. Review your analyses and decide.
After conducting all the appropriate steps
in the feasibility study, you should care-
fully review your analysis of each site.
Compare the ratings with a perspective
of the future. Which site is the most ap-
propriate for you now, in 5 years, and in
10 years? Although you have used a rat-
ing scale, your decision must be made
with less objective data than you may
like. In today's business conditions,
planning a year in advance is risky, and
10 years in advance is almost pure spec-
ulation. But the assessment of future
conditions may make the difference be-
tween selecting a good site and an excel-
lent site.

WHAT HELP IS
AVAILABLE FOR
EVALUATING A
BUSINESS LOCATION?

You should select your business location as
a result of study and planningnot a hunch.
Selecting the correct site is a complex task
requiring an extensive analysis of many fac-
tors. As previously discussed, these factors
relate to the type of business, customers
served, and types of goods and services sold.
Therefore, conducting a comprehensive feas-
ibility study is very important. In addition
to conducting your own research, a great
deal of free or inexpensive information is
available, and many organizations are willing
to assist in conducting the study.
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An important step in conducting the study of
a business location is assembling appropriate
data. The government is a valuable source
of information and publishes the following
items which can assist in conducting a pre-
liminary feasibility study:

Statistical Abstract of the United States.
This annual publication includes national
demographic data on such items as popu-
lation and income.

County and City Data Book. Data for
any city or county with a population
over 25,000 are included in this source.
Also in this book is information con-
cerning the number of businesses, num-
ber of families, number of multifamily
and single-family housing units, and
average income.

The Survey of Current Business. A use-
ful monthly publication that includes
monthly sales volume for various pro-
ducts and services, economic information
(including unemployment data), and arti-
cles on subjects such as changes in con-
sumer buying habits.

The U.S. Census Bureau. This is a valu-
able source of data for small businesses
that need help in evaluating locations.
You should use this source in the first
phase of the feasibility study when you
need data about a specific area in the
country.

An additional source of information is
provided by the "Survey of Buying
Power," published yearly by Sales and
Marketing Management magazine. This
survey includes data on individual and
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family purchasing power for metropoli-
tan areas of the United States.

Once a preliminary study has been con-
ducted, additional information and assistance
can be obtained from a variety of organiza-
tions. Some of these organizations will have
economic survey results and other data such
as traffic counts. Some agencies will also be
willing to help you conduct your study by
providing guidance or even doing some of
the collection and analysis of the informa-
tion. You might wish to contact the follow-
ing agencies to obtain their services:

Small Business Administration

National or local chamber of commerce

Trade associations (such as the National
Retail Merchants Association)

Planning commissions

Manufacturers and wholesalers

Neighboring businesses

Bankers

Consultants

Local colleges

Once you have gathered sufficient data, the
actual site comparison process can begin.
The entrepreneur can conduct the study, or
employ the use of outside professionals.
Many professional area development groups
provide their services free of charge. These
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groups are generally one of three types:
government agencies, civic organizations, or
private corporations. The services provided
include the following:

Information such as wage and tax rates

Contacts with influential and knowledge-
able people

Financial assistance arrangements for
loans, grants, and bonds

Projections of economic potential

Advice from professional industrial real-
tors

Most states have economic development
agencies, as do many local areas. For more
information regarding these agencies,
contact:

National Association of State Develop-
ment Agencies

Hall of State, Suite 116
444 North Capital Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001

or

American Economic Development
Council

1207 Grand Avenue, Suite 845
Kansas City, MO 64108

Evaluating and comparing business locations
requires the review of many factors. Infor-
mation for and assistance in evaluating
business locations is abundant. An entre-
preneur should use these resources in a

reasonable, methodical way. The success or
failure of a business may very well depend
on its location decision.



ACTIVITIES

The following activities are designed to help
you apply what you have learned in this
unit.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES

A.

Using at least two business sites, conduct a
traffic count to determine the accessibility of
the sites. Owners of retail and service insti-
tutions should look for their type of custom-
ers, whereas wholesalers and manufacturers
should be concerned with commercial traffic.
Before the count begins, determine when
the time of day, week, or monthyou are
going to count, and the type of traffic
pedestrian, vehicular, or bothto be count-
ed. Prepare a summary of your findings.

B.

Examine an existing business location for
its renovating needs or projects to improve
the business site. Interview a number of em-
ployees, suppliers, and customers for their
ideas. Compile a list of improvement pro-
jects, including the costs of materials, labor,
and other expenses.

C.

If you own a business now, review the lease
for your premises carefully. List any ques-
tions or concerns you may have. What
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items would you like to have included in the
lease that are not present now? Review the
lease with a lawyer to learn your full rights
under the laws of your state. Prepare a
revised occupancy contract to discuss with
your landlord.

GROUP ACTIVITIES

A.

If you are not already, assume you are an
entrepreneur. Ask two small business own-
ers to meet and discuss the possibility of
conducting a preliminary feasibility study of
your business locations. Each of you should
take one of the general factorseconomics,
population, competition, public transporta-
tion, layoutand acquire information to

share with the other two. After the general
factors have been considered, each person
can then conduct a study of the specific fac-
tors affecting their particular business.
Information sources should be shared with
one another as the studies progress.

B.

In teams of four to six, study the opportuni-
ties available in your town for one of the
group's business ideas. Choose the three
best options and identify the costs of reno-
vation, redecoration or adaptation necessary
for each. Discuss the impact of these costs
on the group's business ideas.

4
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CASE STUDY

Farm life is what Ted Sizemore enjoys. He
has been working the family farm on his
own. for 15 years. He has seen a lot of
changes in farming and in the area. More
and more of his friends have been selling
their small farms and going to work in the
factories in town, 10 minutes away.

Ted must admit that the living at his small
farm is not what it used to be, and he has
considered making the same move as his
friends. But just the thought of being
cooped up all day and p:shing a time clock
makes him miserable. Besides, the income
he is getting from the small nursery and
garden center on the farm is approaching the
amount of his farm income, and it uses
much smaller acreage.

Ted manages the care of the plants, trees,
and shrubs, while his wife, Susan, is in
charge of customer orders and finances.
Susan believes the potential of this business
is great, and has been encouraging Ted to
qu4 fanning, expand the nursery, and open
a retail center either in the nearby town or in
a city 35 miles to the south.

Ted is interested. He has spent some time
analyzing conditions in the town and city.
The town has a population of 5,000 and is
the county seat and major retail area in the
county. The Sizemore farm is just 4 miles

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

from town on a main U.S. route. The Size-
mores have many friends in the area, several
who have purchased items from the nursery.
With the decline in the number of small
farms, light industry employs most people in
the county. One of their friends, a farm
implement dealer, has offered them half the
square footage of his premises and outside
display area on a lease basis, with very good
terms. The dealer's business has declined
with the demise of the small farms in the
area. He is hoping that the Sizemores' new
business would attract new customers to his
business.

Ted and Susan also located an existing gar-
den center in the city of 50,000 just 35 miles
south of their farm. The garden center is
now vacant, but with minor renovations to
the structure and a sprucing up of the three
acres, it would be very suitable for their
needs. The largest manufacturer in the city
has just announced the transfer of their
facilities to a location in Alabama. Approxi-
mately 3,000 persons will become unem-
ployed. The remaining industrial concerns
are financially sound, although not
prospering.

Ted and Susan have come to you. They
have just about decided to get into the
nursery and garden center business full time.
However, they have questions concerning the
location of the business.

1. Should they try to operate from their farm, the town, or the city?

2. What factors should be considered at each location? Are there general factors for all loca-
tions? Are there specific factors?

3. How should they investigate their possibilities?

r4 a
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ASSESSMENT

Read the following questions to check your knowledge of the topics presented in this unit.
When you feel prepared, ask your instructor to assess your competency on them.

1. List and explain at least two factors that demonstrate the importance of business location.

2. List the factors to be reviewed when evaluating a business location. Explain two of them.

3. What information about a community should be gathered before selecting a business location?

4. What is the difference between a factory outlet mall and a miniwarehouse mall?

5. Explain how a feasibility study should be conducted.
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Units on the above entrepreneurship topics are available at the following levels:

Level 1 helps you understand the creation and operation of a business
Level 2 prepares you to plan for a business in your future
Level 3 guides you in starting and managing your own business


